Lecture Series on Build Smart Strategies

Creating Buildable Architecture
31 July 2012 • 3.30-5.30pm (Registration starts at 3.00pm) • Singapore Institute of Architects, 79 Neil Road
This lecture series, jointly organised by the BCA Academy and Singapore Institute of Architects (SIA), aim to address the challenges of achieving
creative architectural designs which remain buildable. Architects and building system specialists will exchange ideas and share their best practices,
as well as practical design considerations, in creating a buildable architecture. It presents an excellent opportunity for the building industry to gain
insights on the application of discerning design strategies, the adoption of modular design, the use of prefabricated components and systems;
and the use of precast in buildings.
From the perspectives of designers and through the expertise sharing of systems specialist, the lecture topics will bring insights into the
planning and architectural design; and the construction & building systems. The use of prefabricated components, features, joints and details
will be key-highlights.

Innovative use of prefabrication in design: Case study on Pinnacle @ Duxton
A joint presentation by Mr Khoo Peng Beng and Ms Belinda Huang of ARC Studio
The Pinnacle@Duxton is 90% prefabricated! Yet, the building facade does not look pre-fabricated. With its intricate vertical
lines and facade “plug-ins”, the facade is a fluid composition of architectural elements comprising windows, balconies,
planters and bay windows. Peng Beng and Belinda will reveal how they conceive the idea and how their intentions of creating
a “highly differentiated facade from an undifferentiated construction process” lead them to this design. Their presentation will
further discuss the construction and thought process behind certain key design decisions made to facilitate the construction
of this complex building.

Innovative Facades: Concepts, Connectivity and Construct-ability
- The Process
A presentation by Mr Kelvin Kan of AgFacadesign
Facade systems ranging from curtain walls to the unusual hybrids of structural glass
and unique designs to monocoque skins are gaining popularity in the building industry.
From modular to customized solutions, the outcomes and objectives however remain
similar for most facades. The applications are usually in a series of repetitive elements;
but need to be innovatively resolved and meet all the basic requirements for the chosen
system(s). To ensure construct-ability and add value to the system, a rigorous process
and interactions by different stake holders are essential. The presentation aims to
cover the fundamental process and a range of innovative facade-solutions and built
examples.
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SPEAKERS

KHOO PENG BENG, ARC Studio
Khoo Peng Beng graduated from the National University of Singapore
with the Board of Architects Award for Best Final Year Thesis in 1993.
He founded his architectural practice ARC Studio with his wife Belinda
in 1998. ARC studio’s philosophy is propelled by a vision of dynamic
and innovative designs through a process of active search, research
and engagement of clients. ARC Studio won the Duxton Plain Public
Housing International Architectural Design Competition in 2002. Their
team beat over two hundred firms from all over the world to clinch
the top prize, with a scheme that impressed the judges as it resolved
the complex issues in a simple and elegant manner.

BELINDA HUANG, ARC Studio
Belinda studied architecture at the National University of Singapore
and graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Architectural Studies in 1989
and in 1992, she completed her Diploma in Architecture at Bartlett,
UK. In her Board of Architect Professional Practice Examination in
1996, Belinda was awarded a merit award for being the top scorer. In

2004, Belinda was recognized by Singapore’s Urban Redevelopment
Authority (URA) as one of the most promising ’20 under 45’ architects
in Singapore.

KELVIN KAN, AgFacadesign
Kelvin Kan graduated in Scotland and worked in a few leading
architectural practices in London before obtaining his MSc in
Construction in Management from Kingston University (UK).
Kelvin founded AgFacadesign (AgFd) in 2009 to provide an integrated
design approach to facade design, in addition to general architectural
services. He has a unique hybrid of specialist expertise in architecture,
glass & green technologies and facade design. He believes design
must add value and that efficient, functional and yet aesthetic solutions
can be achieved, even with standard systems and components, when
combined with creative ideas or innovative designs.
AgFd’s very first completed project 158 Cecil Street won First Prize
in the 2011 SIA/NParks Skyrise Greenery Awards with a uniquely
integrated design which seamlessly merged the “boundaries” between
architecture, glass-facades and interior “Hanging-garden” space.
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